NANTMOR MOUNTAIN CENTRE ASSOCIATION
www.nantmormountaincentre.co.uk

ADDITIONAL TERMS
1. Membership of the Association is open to all individuals and groups who wish to use the
Centre subject to the conditions laid down in the Articles of Association. Individuals are
members in their own names whereas groups are affiliated with nominated leaders. Any
person may register a group subject to approval by the Directors.
2. The minimum age of membership is 18 years. Membership runs from 1 January to 31
December.
3. Meet Weekends will be designated annually. Members and Affiliate Leaders will receive a
list of meets and meet leaders upon membership confirmation.
4. Affiliated leaders may make bookings at any time to take groups to the Centre subject to the
bookings and cancellation terms. The Affiliated Leader will be responsible for the running of
the booking.
5. An induction will be offered to all Affiliated Leaders who wish to take groups to the Centre.
While this is not compulsory, leaders will need to have familiarised themselves with the
Centre either by previous visits, the induction or by reading the handbook. In any event, the
Leader will need to confirm that they have read and understood the handbook.
6. Meet Leaders are responsible for the normal good running of the Centre during their meets.
They are also responsible for ensuring the centre is in a clean condition ready for the next
group.
7. Members and leaders of Affiliated Groups wishing to attend a meet should contact the
designated Meet Leader and book a place. Should they not be able to take up that place,
then the Meet Leader should be informed as soon as possible so that the vacancy might be
filled.
8. Guests (non-members) are allowed subject to certain conditions:
a. A surcharge of £3.00 per person per night will be made.
b. The member introducing the guest(s) is responsible for the guest's conduct.
c. A maximum 2 guests will normally be allowed per member. Additional guests may
be allowed subject to the approval of the Meet Leader. This is to ensure that there
are spaces available for members.
9. Young people are welcome as guests on all meets subject to there being an adult who is
responsible for them.
10. There will also be a Family Meet arranged for the summer period when members may take
their families and friends to the Centre. The minimum night fee will not apply to Family
Meet.
11. Any individual member may make an occasional booking of the Centre, subject to approval
by the Directors, up to 2 months in advance of arrival date. This will be subject to the same
rules as an Affiliated Group booking in all respects including Minimum Bed Night Fee. The
only difference is that a separate Affiliated Group Fee will not be required.
12. All bookings are subject to the current Bookings and Cancellations policies.
13. The Centre may be booked by a member or an Affiliated Leader as a late booking (2 weeks
before the arrival date). Minimum bed night fees will not apply to late bookings, but all
other conditions will apply.
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